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Home

Goals

Flow:

We’ll succeed when

Tom gets more calls
from potential customers.

Hank

Plant Manager

Services
Philosophy
As a leading steward for our
planet’s natural resources,
Terra Renewal takes a scientific
approach to an environmental
responsibility and repurposes
organic industrial residuals.

Cursury glance on mobile

Services

2 billion gallons
of lagoon sludge

Case:

Hank, a poultry plant manager gets a text
or email about Terra on his iphone. He
either googles Terra or clicks on a link
and arrives on the site for the first
time. If he has a pleasant experience, he
might come back for a 2nd look, perhaps on
a desktop.

Too sweet, no meat. chewy.
On the current site, Terra’s core
competence is lost in amidst
marketing speak. It takes too many
clicks to get no where.

By transforming the material
into a pure soil amendment for
farmers, we simultaneously
reduce the need for synthetic
fertilizers and landfills.

Repurposing nutrient-rich
industrial residuals into
eco-friendly fertilizer

barbeque.
maintain the warm temperature
of the current design and let
core competence show through
the marketing. get to the
details with 1 click. the meat
should just fall off the bone.

Grease Reclamation
We provide environmentally
sound and responsible collection
and disposal solutions for used
cooking oil and yellow grease.

1/4 million acres

"Sleep soundly knowing that your
residuals are being handled in an
environmentally-responsible manner and
on a timely basis."

of farmland

We help keep
the water clean.

Really?
Quantify that.

- Yellow grease collection and
recycling
- Containers for oil collection
and storage
- Computerized routing system
for on-time pick-up

We have over 100 difficult to
obtain permits that provide
access to more than 250,000
acres of permitted farmland for
land-application.

Learn more
about our philosphy

Users

Process

Plant Manager

We help make
the fields green.
Journalist

How?

Editor, blogger

Learn more

Oh yea?
Back it up.

Darling shareholder

Networker

ambassador, evangelist, hater

sleep soundly knowing that
their residuals are being
handled in an
environmentally-responsible
manner and on a timely basis.

Flows

Terra Renewal is
a Darling brand

Cursory glance
Someone is introduced to Terra for
the first time and makes a first
pass at the website.

D RLING

479-668-4503
Terra Renewal is a Darling brand

More?

Vetting Terra as a vendor to haul
residuales.

500,000,000 gallons of
sludge handled by 85,000
loads in 2013.
2,000,000,000 gallons of
lagoon sludge cleaned in
2013.
36 operating centers
across 20 states, from
Maryland to Colorado.

of Darling brands

10 million gallons of
storage capacity,
strategically-disbursed,
for use during inclement
weather and unforeseen
emergencies.
Should this be pulled up?

America's oldest, largest, and
most innovative recycling
solutions company serving the
food industry.

Meet the family
of Darling brands

479-668-4503

Terrarenewal
Didn’t find
what you’re
looking for?

479-668-4503
Terra Renewal is a Darling brand

D RLING
From animal feeds to renewable fuels,
we’re the original recycler.

phone number, does it needs context?
- call tom?
- speak to sales person

Devices

contact info beyond phone number
needs a home.

capacity

[ of what exactly? ]

- Developing residual management
plans
- Permitting of land application
sites
- Compliance monitoring and management including record
keeping and reporting
- Investigating, sampling and
evaluating your material
- Soil sampling and evaluation
pre and post application
- Assistance with analyzing and
interpreting trends and
regulatory changes
- Communicating with community/local governments
- Lagoon and digester probing
and sampling
- Field mapping

We manage and transport liquid
and semi-solid non-hazardous
waste.

More?

Terra and Darling
screens combined
into single closer

We bundle turn-key environmental
services into all of our customer
solutions.

Daily Residual Management
Services

LongerTagline?

From animal feeds to renewable fuels,
we’re the original recycler.

Terrarenewal

Environmental Services

250,000 acres of
permitted farmland
serviced by way of over
100 difficult-to-obtain
permits.

D RLING

Meet the family

- Liquid and semi-solid waste
spill cleanup
- Vacuum hose liquid removal
- Solids and containment soil
disposal
- Temporary storage
- Dewatering services
- Digester/lagoon cleaning
- Dredging
- Grease trap clean-out
- Non-hazardous liquid and semi-solid waste spill cleanup

More?

- Daily residual removal
- Continuous collection and
disposal of skimmings from a DAF
unit or other wastewater
system
- Development of residual
management plans
- Permitting for beneficial reuse
- Monitoring of land application
program
- Reporting to regulatory
authorities
- Computerized routing systems
- Disposal of scrap or rejected
food products
- Management of manure
- Liquid residuals: DAF, waste
activated sludge, biosolids,
sludge, water treatment, manure
- Semi-solids residuals:
biosolids, dewatered cake,
sludge, paunch
- Grease recovery
- Landfill options
- Planning operations

We offer temporary and
permanent dewatering.
- Stationary or mobile belt
presses
- Stationary or mobile centrifuge
- Management of dewatered
material
- Emergency dewatering services
- Geotextile tubes

- Daily residual removal
- Development of residual
management plans
- Planning operations
- Permitting for beneficial reuse
- Monitoring of land application
program
- Reporting to regulatory
authorities
- Computerized routing systems
- Liquid residuals: waste
activated sludge, biosolids,
sludge, water treatment
- Semi-solids residuals:
biosolids, dewatered cake,
sludge
- Landfill options

Lagoon/Digester Services
We offer complete turn-key
services for cleaning and
maintaining lagoons and digesters.

Emergency Services
We provide 24/7 emergency
response for every industry
that we service.

Dewatering

We manage and transport liquid
and semi-solid, non-hazardous
wastes for companies that
require regular retrieval of
organic residuals.

- Daily residual removal
- Scheduled residual removal
- Lagoon and digester survey and
sampling
- Lagoon/pond clean-out and
closure
- Digester clean-out and
maintenance
- Dredging
- Dewatering services
- Grease cap removal
- 24 hour/365 days availability

quick stats

Terrarenewal

From animal feeds to
renewable fuels, we’re the
original recycler.

Vetting

1. state of the art equipment
with high-flotation tires for
minimal soil compaction and
disturbance, minimizing the
impact of application.

- Manned 24 hour/365 days
flexible service
- High capacity facilities
handling up to 10,000 BBL daily
- Disposal for production,
encountered and flowback water
- Disposal for compressor oil
and water
- Our facilities are clean,
well-lit and safely off the main
thoroughfare
- All loads are tested to assure
compliance with environmental
requirements

Municipal Residual Management
Services

We offer complete turn-key
services for cleaning and
maintaining lagoons and digesters.

4. comprehensive nutrient
management plans that support
the soil conditions and farmers’
needs.

..grease trap..
..cooking oil..
..equipment..
..lagoon..
..emergency..
..environmental..
..saltwater..
..dewatering..
..municipal..
..lagoon..
..drilling..
..frac tank..
..half pit..

Best practice is to have consistency across all 3
instances of the key word phrase:
- content
- code
- urls.

Lagoon/Digester Maintenance

3. Deep understanding of soil
conditions, crop and weather
considerations and the
expertise to optimize the timing
of each application to impact the
crops in a positive way.

Services

Investor

if those phrases are deal breakers from a content
standpoint, we could use "services" in the content, and the
more specific phrase in the coded page title and url:
http: // terrarenwal . com / sludge - removal - services

- Frac tank rental
- Halfpit rental
- Other equipment rental

2. specialized tractors to
inject material several inches
under the soil to minimize odor.

about our process

we might consider something more specific such as
"sludge removal services"
or
"sludge disposal services"

We rent essential equipment to
facilitate temporary storage of
energy wastewater and other
fluids.

Here's how we do it:

Customer

Because most companies sell goods and services, the term
"services"
is virtually useless for seo purposes.

Equipment Rental

We have a full-time dedicated
staff of environmental soil
scientists and agronomists that
work hand-in-hand with farmers
as well local, state and federal
regulators to ensure we are
doing everything possible to
comply with environmental
responsibilities and regulations.

Why?

We own and operate environmentally sound, safety-first
saltwater disposal facilities to
serve our oil/gas exploration
and production customers.

We provide grease trap
clean-out and collection services
to help food service establishments operate effectively and in
compliance with environmental
regulations.
- Pump all trap contents (grease,
water and solids)
- Scrape and pressure wash trap
walls
- Jet clean influent lines with
professional equipment
- Computerized routing system
for on-time scheduling

servicing over

Message:
Solution

lagoon sludge?
or
Lagoon residuals?

We focus on wastewater
residuals such as dissolved air
filtration (“DAF”) skimmings,
sludge, pulp and paper wastewater residuals, food scrap, blood,
manure, spent vegetable oils and
animal fats, paunch and grease
trap waste.

479-668-4503

Saltwater Disposal

Grease Trap Clean-Out

in 2013, terra cleaned

Terrarenewal

Problem

Services (cont'd)

1 click to reach a service, then scrolling access to all services.
For sales purposes, each service has a direct link. here is the
link for emergency services:
http: // terrarenwal . com / services # emergency - services

- Scheduled residual removal
- Lagoon and digester survey and
sampling
- Lagoon/pond clean-out and
closure
- Digester clean-out and
maintenance
- Dredging
- Dewatering services
- 24 hour/365 days availability
Drilling Wastewater Management
In areas where land application
is not possible, we provide
environmentally sound disposal
options for drilling wastewater.
- Disposal of oil-based drilling
wastewater
- Dewatering services to
minimize landfill impacts of
solids
- Close proximity to drilling
operations offers transportation cost advantages
- 24 hour/365 days availability
Daily Residual Management
Services
We manage and transport liquid
and semi-solid non-hazardous
waste.
- Daily residual removal
- Continuous collection and
disposal of skimmings from a DAF
unit or other wastewater
system
- Development of residual
management plans
- Permitting for beneficial reuse
- Monitoring of land application
program
- Reporting to regulatory
authorities
- Computerized routing systems
- Disposal of scrap or rejected
food products
- Management of manure
- Liquid residuals: DAF, waste
activated sludge, biosolids,
sludge, water treatment, manure
- Semi-solids residuals:
biosolids, dewatered cake,
sludge, paunch
- Grease recovery
- Landfill options
- Planning operations
Frac Tank Rental
Lowest price guaranteed, call
today for a quote!
-

21,000 Gallon
Standard 4” Valving
Internal Manifolds
Closed Construction
Minimum 6 month rental

Meet the family
of Darling brands

Terrarenewal

479-668-4503
Terra Renewal is a Darling brand

D RLING
From animal feeds to renewable fuels,
we’re the original recycler.

More?

Meet the family
of Darling brands

Hank

Plant Manager

Vetting Terra as a vendor
A poultry plant manager named hank has
somehow learned of Terra, perhaps taken
a first glance at the site from his phone.
Hank is now in the office in front of his
laptop or desktop, vetting Terra as a
potential vendor to haul residuales from
his plant.

Family

Bakery Feeds

Transforming bakery
residuals into a high-energy
feed ingredient

Bio G-3000 Biodiesel
First in commercial biodiesel
production using animal fats
and restaurant grease

Dar Pro

recycler of animal byproducts
and used cooking oil

Diamond Green Diesel
Committed to meeting our
nation’s energy expectations

Fat for Fuel

Using fats to power industrial facilities

Nature Safe

Organic fertilizers for
landscapes, organic farms, golf
courses, turf grasses and
nurseries

Terra Renewal

Repurposing nutrient-rich
industrial residuals into
eco-friendly fertilizer

VersaGen

Producing specialty methyl
esters for today’s formulary
demands

D RLING
America's oldest, largest, and
most innovative recycling
solutions company serving the
food industry

Terrarenewal

479-668-4503
Terra Renewal is a Darling brand

D RLING
From animal feeds to renewable fuels,
we’re the original recycler.

More?

Meet the family
of Darling brands

Direct link to each site in a
new window.
Alternate would be to link to
the brand page on Darling site.

